Delivering safe and effective therapeutic treatment to patients is one of the grand challenges in modern medicine. However, drug safety research has been progressing slowly in recent years, compared to other fields such as biotechnologies and precision medicine, due to the mechanistic complexity of adverse drug reactions (ADRs). To fill up this gap, we develop a new database, the Adverse Drug Reaction Classification System-Target Profile (ADReCS-Target, http://bioinf.xmu.edu.cn/ADReCSTarget), which provides comprehensive information about ADRs caused by drug interaction with protein, gene and genetic variation. In total, ADReCSTarget includes 66,573 pairwise relations, among which 1710 are protein-ADR associations, 2613 are genetic variation-ADR associations, and 63,298 are gene-ADR associations. In a case study of exploring the mechanism of rash, we find that HLAs, C1QA and APOA1 are the key gene players and thus can be potential targets (or biomarkers) in monitoring or countermining rashes. In summary, ADReCS-Target can be a useful resource for the biomedical scientific community by serving researchers in the fields of drug development, clinical pharmacology, precision medicine, and from web lab to high-throughput computational platform. Particularly, it helps to identify drug with better ADR profile and design safer drug therapy regimen.
INTRODUCTION
Adverse drug reactions (ADRs) are harmful or unpleasant clinical events triggered by therapeutic treatment. Each year, ADRs cause ∼3.8% of new hospital admissions in Europe between 2000 and 2014 (1) . Besides, unsatisfied safety profile is one of the major two causes of failure in new drug discovery and development and adds significantly to skyrocketing drug price (2) . In recent years, the launch of precision medicine in the United States and similar projects in other countries call for right drug, right dosage and right time for right patient (3) . This paradigm shift brings new challenges to current drug safety research.
Achieving better drug safety profile requires complete and accurate information of drug toxicity in patients. It is known that the on-target and off-target mechanisms explain most dose-dependent or idiosyncratic ADRs. Poor pharmacokinetics of drug can also lead to ADRs, by involving a buddle of enzymes, transporters and ion channels. Furthermore, the genetic variations are found to largely determine individual responses to drug therapy in terms of both efficacy and toxicity. For instance, the different genotypes of MHC HLA genes explains individual allergy responses (4) . Using genetic to understand the variation in individual responses to drugs even established the relatively new field of pharmacogenomics (5) . Regardless the exact molecular mechanisms behind most ADRs remain unclear, multiple genes, proteins, or genetic variations can be relevant (6) . Therefore, integrated representation of information about ADR related genes, proteins and genetic variations is necessary for systematic investigation of ADR mechanisms, design of novel drug regimen, and rational drug refinement for better safety profile.
Many research efforts have been made to collect information regarding ADR related molecules. Previously, we developed Drug Adverse Reaction Target database (DART) (7) (12) , ClinVar (13) and dbGaP (14) also include some ADR related information. Unfortunately, none of the mentioned resources fulfill the need of systematic drug safety research from all three aspects--gene, protein and genetic variation by its own.
By recognizing the need of ontology and standardized controlled vocabulary to describe ADRs to enable largescale automatic analysis (15), we further developed the Adverse Drug Reaction Classification System (ADReCS) for standardization and hierarchical classification of ADR terms (16) . Built on top of the ADReCS framework, we introduce a new database, the Adverse Drug Reaction Classification System-Target Profile (ADReCS-Target) in this work. It provides comprehensive information about ADRs caused by drug interaction with protein, gene and genetic variation.
The rest of this paper is structured as following: In the database construction section, we explains how to collect, validate and standardize the data. In the data access section, we illustrate how users can query and download the data. Then, in the section of data statistics and database comparison, we make a statistic of the ADReCS-Target database and compare it with existing related resources. Following that, we demonstrate a case study, showing how to use the database to aid ADR mechanism study.
DATABASE CONSTRUCTION

Data extraction
ADReCS-Target mainly consists of three kinds of associations: protein-ADR, gene-ADR and genetic variation-ADR. We collected the protein-ADR associations from text-mining of the public scientific literatures. First, we mined relevant abstracts containing both keywords of protein-ADR pair from the local MEDLINE database (by August 2016) using a self-coded program. The protein name and synonyms were derived from the UniProt database. The ADR term and synonyms were derived from the ADReCS database. Then, we extracted the protein-ADR relations by reading the retrieved abstracts or full articles manually. In this study, only direct indications of protein-ADR interactions were collected. All the relations were double-checked.
The gene-ADR associations are selected results of the ADRAlert project (http://bioinf.xmu.edu.cn/ADRAlert/ gene/index.jsp). The ADRAlert is a mathematical model that determines the strength of gene-ADR associations by statistically solving complex drug-gene-ADR network in a large scale of 1156 ADRs and 8571 genes (17) . In that project, we validated the gene-ADR associations performed well in drug safety evaluation using both internal data (marketed drugs) and external independent data (drugs in clinical trial). In ADReCS-Target, we only collected those gene-ADR pairs with association strength >0.05 for database presentation under two considerations: First, according to the distribution analysis of gene-ADR association strength, 0.05 is the proper cut-off for picking out those strong gene-ADR associations, which consists of ∼1.13% of overall 2 443 256 gene-ADR pairs. Secondly, inclusion of all gene-ADR associations in database will largely sacrifice the speed of database search and data presentation, especially visualization of the ADR-target interaction network. However, the user can download the full list of gene-ADR associations from the website of ADRAlert.
We acquired and integrated the genetic variation-ADR associations mainly from public resources as well as text mining of scientific literatures. On one hand, we downloaded the drug relevant genetic variations from several public databases such as DrugBank, Allele Frequency Net Database, and GWAS Catalog. On the other hand, we mined relevant abstracts of drug-genetic variation interactions from the MEDLINE as what we did in retrieving protein-ADR interactions. Then, we extracted manually the reliable ADR-genetic variation relations by the criteria of having either multiple evidences or strong clinical significance. For instance, when selecting genetic variation-ADR associations from DrugBank, we excluded those inferred relations. From the GWAS Catalog database, we collected genetic variation-ADR relations with P-values < 1.0 × 10 −5 . From the Allele Frequency Net Database, we chose ADR associations determined by statistical evaluation of case-control study in patients. Before going further, all these associations were double-checked for information validity and integrity.
Data Standardization and ADR hierarchy
ADReCS-Target standardized ADR terms by adopting the exactly same protocol as ADReCS (16) . ADReCS-Target also deployed same ADR hierarchy as ADReCS; the four levels in the hierarchy, from general term to specified term, are System Organ Class (SOC), High Level Group Term (HLGT), High Level Term (HLT), and Preferred Term (PT). Accordingly, each ADR term in ADReCS-Target has a typical ADReCS ID in xxx.xxx.xxx.xx format.
Besides, ADReCS-Target standardized gene name, protein name, and genetic variation by referring to the NCBI Entrez database (18) , the UniProt database (19) and the db-SNP database (20) , respectively.
Database construction
The ADReCS-Target database is constructed on a system architecture of Linux+Tomcat+Java, and at the same time adopts Oracle 11g as background data management system. Of note, we coded ADReCS-Target using HTML5 technology to support mobile access. The ADReCS-Target database is freely accessible at: http://bioinf.xmu.edu.cn/ ADReCS-Target.
DATA ACCESS
Data retrieval
The quick search mode. ADReCS-Target provides two data retrieval modes: the quick search mode ( Figure 1A ) and the browse mode ( Figure 1B ). In the homepage and all data retrieval or result webpages, ADReCS-Target embeds a foolproof quick search box for flexible data retrieval. The search box ( Figure 1A ) accepts both complete or partial keyword input in either aspects of ADR term (or synonym), ADReCS ID (in xx.xx.xx.xxx format), gene symbol, gene Entrez ID, protein name, SwissProt AC, genetic variation ID (dbSNP ID in rsxxxx format), drug name (or synonym) and DrugBank ID (DBxxxxx). The search engine will automatically recognize the input pattern for deciding either exact ID search or fuzzy keyword search. For instance, an input keyword starting with 'DB' and following by five digits will trigger DrugBank ID search. Otherwise, the engine will search all supporting data types in a fuzzy way. Short keyword like less than three characters will take much longer searching time. Therefore, we strongly suggest using complete keyword, long keyword, or ID for best data retrieval experience. Current version of engine does not accept wild characters like '*, +'.
ADReCS-Target responds hits of keyword search in tabular format. The results are a list of ADR associations hitting the query keyword in any content of drug, gene, protein, genetic variation or ADR. Each association record contains information of ADReCS accession number, ADReCS ID, ADR Term, toxicity detail, drug name and protein/gene/genetic variation properties when available ( Figure 1C ). The query keyword is highlighted in yellow, and the unavailable information is marked as '-'. Of note, the record shows the information of protein, gene, or genetic variation only if it is part of the association. For instance, the gene-ADR association record only shows gene properties but that of protein or genetic variation. Clicking on the ADReCS ID will list all associations with this ADR in a new page of detailed information ( Figure 1D ).
The detailed information page presents ADR associations in two sections: a summarizing table and a dynamic interaction network. The table consists of three columns of ADR Term, Drug Name and Target (protein, gene or genetic variation). Clicking on the ADR Term will redirect to the ADR ontology information in ADReCS. ADReCSTarget also builds the crosslink of drug name to ADReCS for pharmacological and chemical information when available; otherwise, a link to PubChem is given. Moreover, the association record also gives several crosslinks to external resources, including ADReCS, DrugBank, UniProt, Entrez Gene and dbSNP. The interaction network is constructed upon the data presented in the summarizing table. In this network, different color nodes stand for different data types, for instances, blue for ADR term, orange for drug, green for protein, purple for gene, and red for genetic variation. The network works interactively that nodes in the network are draggable and selectable. Mouse-on the node will show the name and selecting a node will highlight connections with this node.
The browse mode. Other than the quick search mode, ADReCS-Target applies the Data-Driven Documents D3.js technology for direct and hierarchical visualization of ADR associations ( Figure 1B ). All ADR associations are categorized into a four-layer open concentric circle. From the inner to the outer, the circle layer represents the ADR hierarchy of SOC, HLGT, HLT and PT, respectively. On each of these circle layers, there are many small transparent color circles. Each color circle stands for an ADR term in the ADR hierarchy. For instance, a circle on the HLT layer represents a HLT ADR term. The color of circle is just for differentiating ADR terms; however, the size of the circle is positively proportional to the association number with the ADR. The bigger of the circle, the more associations with the ADR. The ADR circles are arranged by the order of ADR hierarchy that ADR circles of same or close ADR groups are allocated together. Parent ADR terms and children ADR terms are linked by lines. Mouse-on a circle will display the number and the type of associations for this ADR circle. Clicking on the circle will list all ADR associations in a new page ( Figure 1D ).
Data download
ADReCS-Target provides two ways for data retrieval. The user can download selected records via the embedded download function in six formats such as JSON, XML, CSV, TXT, SQL and MS-Excel. The database also supports batch data retrieval via the Download page (http://bioinf.xmu.edu.cn/ADReCS-Target/download.jsp). The data downloading is free.
DATA STATISTICS AND DATABASE COMPARISON
Overall, the ADReCS-Target deposits 66,573 association pairs with 2,257 standard ADR terms, including 11 SOCs, 17 HLGTs, 554 HLTs and 1675 PTs. Of the 66 573 association pairs, 1710 are protein-ADR relations, 63 298 are potential drug-gene-ADR relations and 2613 are genetic variation-ADR relations. The database also includes 662 marketed drugs.
Here, we make a comparison of ADReCS-Target database to other similar and publicly available databases. DrugBank (12) and TTD (11) are the two mostly cited drug target databases, but they primarily focus on therapeutic targets for drugs on market or under research and development. Some of those therapeutic targets account for the dose-dependent ADRs, thus they are also ADR targets. According to our survey, TTD covers minimal information of ADR targets and DrugBank contains 112 non-inferred records of ADR related genetic variations as of January 2017. Eighty two of them are included in ADReCS-Target. PharmGKB (10) is an international project of identifying the relationships between genetic variations and drug responses, including ADRs. But the ADR target information is mostly embedded in unstructured descriptive text. Besides, several genetic variation databases such as db-SNP (20) , ClinVar (13), dbGaP (14) , Allele Frequency Net Database (21) and GWAS Catalog (22) also contain many genetic variations to clinical significance, including a small portion of ADR-associated variations. ADReCS-Target uses them as data sources for collecting genetic variation-ADR associations. However, ADReCS-Target further standardizes, integrates, and represents those genetic variation-ADR associations in structured relational database table. CTD (9) extracts chemical-gene-disease trilateral relations from literatures, although many of which are chemical, instead of drugs, induced diseases and symptoms. Again, CTD does not specify those relations in relational database table and make search and query impossible. ADReCSTarget builds on top of these databases and adds crosslinks to them, as well as UniProt and Entrez Gene to ensure included information both comprehensive and searchable. A more detailed comparison of ADReCS-Target with these databases is given in Table 1 .
POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS
Essentially, ADReCS-Target is developed as a comprehensive data source for better understanding of ADR at a combo view of protein, gene and genetic variation. It also provides an optional way for systematic exploration of ADR. For instance, rashes, eruptions and exanthems NEC (REE, ADReCS ID: 23.03.13) are a group of common skin ADRs whose mechanisms have yet been illustrated clearly. We searched the ADReCS-Target database by ADReCS ID, resulting in one protein, 122 genetic variations and 274 genes associated with REE. These associations correspond to 281 nonredundant human genes. By mapping these genes into the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathway database (23, 24) , we identified 173 REE-associated pathways. Of these pathways, the cellular senescence and the NOD-like receptor signaling pathway are the major two REE-associated pathways, which both pathways involve more than ten REE-associated genes. Furthermore, we constructed a weighted gene-gene interaction network upon the 137 REEassociated genes mapping to the 173 KEGG pathways. Analysis of this network identified 11 hub genes, which all these hub genes have a connectivity degree of 7 or above in the network. These hub genes are nine human leukocyte antigens (HLA-A, HLA-B, HLA-C, HLA-DMB, HLA-DPA1, HLA-DPB1, HLA-DQB1, HLA-DRB1 and HLA-F), complement C1q A chain (C1QA) and apolipoprotein A1 (APOA1). They are likely the major gene players in drug-induced rashes (Figure 2A ). Literature surveillance of prior studies found some of these major gene players like HLA-A (25, 26) and C1QA (27) associated with REE in different ethnic population. Hence, these hub genes can serve as potential targets (or biomarkers) in monitoring or countermining REE.
Comparatively, using rash, eruption, and exanthem as keywords, we found one nonredundant REE-associated protein in DITOP, zero non-inferred REE-associated genetic variation in DrugBank, 15 significant and nonredundant REE-associated genetic variations in PharmGKB, and 28 REE-associated genes in CTD. In basis of these 44 nonredundant association pairs, we undertook the same pathway and network analyses. As the results, we identified 105 REE-associated KEGG pathways. The cellular senescence and the NOD-like receptor signaling pathway were still identified as the major two REE-associated pathways however involving only six REE-associated genes. As well, we detected C1QA, HLA-DBP1 and HLA-DRB1 as hub genes with the criteria of connectivity degree above seven ( Figure 2B ). Therefore, compared to the existing databases in mechanistic exploration of ADRs, ADReCSTarget shows substantial advantages in many aspects such as convenience in acquiring data, integrity in data types, consistence in data quality, and potential in automatic ADR research.
CONCLUSIONS
To our limited knowledge, ADReCS-Target is the most comprehensive target database for drug safety research so far. It builds on the other two databases DITOP (8) and DART (7) we developed previously. Compared to DITOP and DART, ADReCS-Target has four significant improvements: (i) ADReCS-Target implements ADReCS ontology.
In other words, all ADR terms are standardized and characterized clearly (Figure 3 ), which enables sharing and communicating the information among people and computer, reuse and easy large-scale analysis of the knowledge.
(ii) Data in ADReCS-Target are represented not in an isolated fashion, but in a connected network or systematic fashion. (iii) ADReCS-Target employs visualization technology for better data retrieval and representation. In particular, the database is implemented in HTML5, thus supports access on mobile devices. (iv) The data coverage of ADReCS-Target is about 66 times more than that of DI-TOP and DART. Especially, gene-ADR associations and genetic variation-ADR associations are included for the first time.
In future, we plan to fully integrate ADReCS-Target and ADReCS, to enable users review all ADR relevant information, including ADR terms, ADR target profiles, and drug properties, in one-stop service. Secondly, we will develop various data analysis and visualization tools to improve user experience and to enable customized data mining and analysis tasks requested by users. Undoubtedly, we will keep expanding the database in terms of both record quantity and types. This kind of updates will be part of our maintenance plan. Our long-term goal is to keep ADReCSTarget informative, up-to-date and easy to use. In short, ADReCS-Target will serve as a major resource for drug discovery scientists in all sorts of drug safety studies. It will Nucleic Acids Research, 2018, Vol. 46 , Database issue D917 also be of value to the communities of clinical pharmacology and precision medicine, especially in refining drugs with better ADR profiles and designing safer drug therapy regimen.
